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“Time to Pay”

“But I was having
So much fun…grk!”



Subtle Language of Control



Let’s add to that some 
bul…err…misdirection



Scott Rigby, Ph.D.
Meat Eater

Your loved ones never need to know you’re full of it!





Surfer has more 
MAU’s, DAU’s, etc. 

than LoL
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500%+ more than 
Ranks 11-20

1000%+ more than 
Ranks 21-30

Ranks 1 - 10

Ranks 11 -20

Ranks 21 - 30





And use it to “encourage” 
certain responses



Customer









“So…nobody else is going to see 
this right? There is no way my 
wife is going to hear about my 
spending in video games?”



“Suddenly everyone was yelling at 
me for being a “gemmer.” I didn’t 
even know what that was. Then I 
realized they were pissed I was 
spending money. I just figured 
everyone was. Isn’t that how the 
game works?”



Duped

“[You must use IAP because you don’t 
want to give gamers] time to [leave the 
app] and figure out what you are up 
to…”

“[These coersive strategies make 
players] very vulnerable to certain 
techniques”

[Giving the player more 
opportunities to think] will 
reduce revenue”







This industry is barely begun…how 
do we feel about the models we are 

establishing?



Can we free ourselves from 
manipulative thinking…

And still make plenty of money?
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And doing it for over a decade in video games
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 Need to experience personal volition (not necessarily 
“freedom”), meaningful choice and opportunity

AUTONOMY

RELATEDNESS

COMPETENCE

 Need for meaningful connection to others, and feeling 
their support for our competence and autonomy

 Need to successfully grow; to extend our abilities, skills 
and efficacy
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Mutual Support

Friendly Competition 
and Status
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relatedness

competent

autonomous
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• We have completed more than 30 
studies of F2P and mobile games in 
the last year alone, including 
industry leading titles

• We follow player behaviors and 
attitudes in-depth over many 
weeks, stalking players to see how 
their experiences influence 
engagement and monetization
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1. Players value increased competence satisfactions through
– Greater Efficacy (individual and team)
– Increased Growth

2. Players value increased relatedness satisfactions through
– Contributing to group goals and success (cooperation)
– Team status (healthy pride)
– Engaging in friendly competition (“stone sharpening stone”)

3. Players value increased autonomy satisfactions through
– Opening up new opportunities

• Activities/Goals
• Growth
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Players will “buy time” most often to increase 
competence, autonomy, and relatedness need 
satisfactions. Specifically:

1. They will buy in order to have needs satisfied more 
immediately

2. They will buy in order to increase the density of need 
satisfaction
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• Example: energy/life mechanics that manage how much we can play 
in one session (and allow us to pay to accelerate)
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• Mechanics that provide a greater frequency of need satisfaction
create greater intrinsic value from a game

Example: The ability to 
pay to have persistent 

vendors that sell 
options to grow 

characters.
This increases the 

density of need 
satisfactions
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False Promises 
undermine needs right 

out of the gate…



Establish an Honest 
“Monetization Contract”
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Hay Day’s tabs allow for straightforward navigation and a high level of goal 
projection by seamlessly presenting current and future farm upgrades to players. 

Five Clearly 
Organized Tabs

• Farm Production
• Animals
• Product 

Manufacturing
• Foliage
• Décor & Visual 

Appeal



This builds a respectful and consistent 
schema…



This builds a respectful and consistent schema 
…that has money baked in
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• Cruise Ship example of an inconsistent schema (i.e. what drinks are 
free, etc)

Broken Schema
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1st Refresh…here’s my money folks! 3rd Refresh…..Huh?

Is my money 
bothering 

you?

Removing 
“The Pinch”
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• Make pricing consistent –Players want a schema for your game they 
can trust, and don’t like developers controlling them like a parent

• People expect to get more when they pay more, not the other way 
around. Most industry leaders do this

• Help players understand –Don‘t just explain rules, explain 
rationales. Just explaining a rationale makes people feel less 
controlled and keeps them more satisfied and engaged.

Removing 
“The Pinch”
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• We tend to feel more negative impact from losing what we vs. 
positive impact from receiving similar gains (Tversky and Kahneman)

• When something is ours – it feels particularly painful to have it taken 
away

Removing 
“The Pinch”
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• Efficacy pressures: Drastically changing the player’s experience of 
success during gameplay in order to motivate spend will be highly 
demotivating

Causing
“The Pinch”

Time Playing
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• Efficacy support: Ensure players maintain a satisfaction of critical 
competence needs, while still encouraging payment to increase their 
success and satisfaction

Paying is made 
salient, but game 
value isn’t broken 
in the process

Removing 
“The Pinch”
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“Sometimes I know I’m at a point where it just makes sense to spend 
some money to push through to success, but its much better than 
playing [other game] where I feel pressure at virtually every level. At 
least in Crush I know I will have multiple boards to enjoy between 
hitting those walls”
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• Growth pressures: Do the game mechanics drastically 
“throttle” growth to force IAP’s and monetization (without 
showing player the benefits to need satisfaction)?

Causing
“The Pinch”

Growth

Time Playing
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• Growth opportunities: Put in pay points that 
communicate opportunities for meaningful growth paths

Growth

Removing 
“The Pinch”

Showing that 
paying unlocks 

new growth and 
opportunity 

curves 
communicates 
more intrinsic
value for need 

satisfaction
Time Playing
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Removing 
“The Pinch”
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Removing 
“The Pinch”
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“Don’t let them think…”

“Hide the connection to 
actual spending…”

“Monetize fear of loss…”
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98% of Your 
Audience
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Basic Need Satisfaction Honest Transactional Contracts



Scott Rigby, Ph.D.
scott@immersyve.com

@csrigby

www.immersyve.com
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